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PREFACE

The special difficulties which are involved in providing educa-

tionally and economically disadvantaged populations with access to

the fullest use of the facilities offered by the school, and thus

promote equal educational opportunity, have for some time been tackled

by research and experiment in compensatory education. Parts of these

problems have already been mentioned in the CERI publication "Equal

Educational Opportunity"(1). ? description and appraisal of selected

U.6. American programmes, "Strategies of Compensation: A Review of

Educational Projects for the Disadvantaged in the United States",(2)

has been sponsored by CERI and will be published at a later date.

. From its early beginning, CERI stressed the importance of the

educational problems of disadvantaged populations and has for some

years been collaborating with groups making research and experiments

in pre-school education in the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and the

United Kin,--dom. At an early stage of this work, it appeared to be of

major importance to develop evaluation practices which would lead to

an increasing understanding of the value of experimental programmes

in this field.

The following, paper was written by Mr. M.A. Brimer, M.A., School

of .Aucation, University of Bristol, and is based on a close co-oper-

ition between the author and the members of the national groups. The

author's considerable experience, gained through his work for the

British E.P.A. projects, was an important advantage'.

J. R. GASS
Director

Centre for Educational Research
and Innovation

(L) OECD, 1971.

(2) OECD, in print.
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The purpose of this paper is to review some of the critical

issues that arise in the planning and conduct of the evaluation of

action programMes,amongst the socially and educationally disadvantaged

and to suggest the mi6ht be adopted to overcome the inher-

ent difficulties.

Before considering the apPIlations of evaluation to action

programmes one ought first of,all to look at the concepts that are

applicable to the programmes themselves-::.,

ThP rharaet.-riqtios of Serial and Edep,tinn41 Action Programmes

Such programmes generally accept as targets fo. ed

\ial

action

1s'N
the forms of normatively identified deprivation which them elves help

to define socially disadvantaged groups. The process would be -1.tural

and proper if there were not sometimes ambiguity over the status'of

the variables which identify the socially disadvantaged groups.

Unfortunately, it is not always certain what is the innocuous and

even culturally valuable context of disadvantage and -what are the
\ .

variables that must be modified. The consequences of this are that

action programmes tend to be multiple and tha_cainal hypotheses

are often erected on the flimsiest of concomitant variation evidence.

Moreover the multiple action is concerted so that there is little

hope of being able to distinguish the particular consequences of any

one action or the interaction effects of the multiple variables that

are bein:.: manipulated.

Potentiality for confusion is aided to ambiguity in so far as

the basis of both identification of such groups and the wish to

institute action arises from a moral stand-point with ideological

association. The concepts of equality or of equality of opportunity

support the moral judi,:ement that action is necessary and introduces

a notion of normative control. Objectives are defined in terms of

normative standard,, the difference between sub-samples of the norma-

tive group being used to justify the need for particular forms of

action related to the centrally tending targets. Disdrepancies

observed at one point in time are not the result of short-term effects

alone but often of generati,,ns of change. The long-term changes which

have resulted in a particular group of people being in a less advan-

tageo,.s position than others are often very diverse. Nevertheless

the effect of different social and environmental influences is to

5
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bring the disadvantaged together into one apparently homogeneous

group (either because of their common location or being regarded

together because of their demands upon the community in a similar

form e.g. intensive poverty) and for their problems to be considered

as if they arose from common caust-s and without regard to the his-

torical ana biographical determinants of their current common dis-

advantage. A further complicating factor arises when there is a

,geographical concentration of such groups such that the interaction

of their common symptoms of itself produces phenomena which reinforces

the social scientist's view of the common origin of their problems.

Since the disadvantaged are commonly recognisable in terms of

the absence or lower level of certain attributes which characterise

the normatively secure groups, it is a natural and rather naive step

to then formulate compensatory programmes which seek to make good the

deficiencies. So far as educational action is concerned it is agreed

that the earlier children are treated the less likely it is that their

domestic deprivation will be allowed to become a progreSsive'handicap

and it is not unnatural that the action should be modelled on what is

'considered to be characteristically good practice in normatively good

domestic situations. Thus some of the commonest forms of action pro-

grammes are really attempts to simulate the conditions of a good home

in the more limited circumstances of an institutional pre-school

setting. The naivety of such an approach consists not least in the

failure to perceive that the effects which are characteristic of good

homes ana the actions which are associated with them are the result

of long-term exposure. It is not merely that the number of hours per

day that a child spends in the context of a good home has its effect

but also that there are regularities of context and personal inter-

action which extend over a long.peripd usually unbroken. Attempts to

simulate such characteristics will always be handicapped by the

inability to reproauce both the intensity and the extensity of

exposure.

Awareness of the limitations of institutional action and of the

danger o the disadvantaged parental generauion exerting stronger

counter influences, thereby p-Jrpetuating itself, provokes action to

modify parental behaviour. But, the parents are suspicious and re-

sentful of the alien invasion of their family life, so the community

of whicn trey are part becoms the target Cor action in the hope that

its more compatible agencies can be enlisted and will be more effective.

ACtion becomes widesprPad, diverse and disconnected.

-5-



By contrast, to be successful, the choice of particular forma

of action must be dependent upon a clear perception of what is modi-

fiable by what means, and what of that which is to be modified is

regarded as instrumental in change and what is in itself an ultim-

ately desired change effect. It is an obvious requirement that what-

ever is seen to be an instrumental change shuuld be articulated with

that which is considered to be an ultimate effect. 1oreover the haz-

ard of constructing chains of instrumental change, with their multi-

plied scope for breakdown, argues great caution and economy in their

introduction. it may be preferable to devote more preparation and

resources towards producing the ultimate effect directly. For example

when it is considered that children in a certain group are incapable

of using their first language adequately there may be a number of

forms of both instrumental and ultimate effect considered as worthy

of achievement. It may be decided that one instrumental effect would

be a change in the form of speech that'parents use towards their

children. However, awareness of the difficulties of changing the

speech habits of adults may lead to a decision to replace the inade-

quacies of tile parents by simulating the conditiOns of a good home

in an institutional setting. for th(- reasons already given such

compensation will be unlikely to lead to change that would produce

the desired effect. it may be preferable to consider what have -'

formerly been regarded as symptoms rather than as causal factors and

to change the speech characteristics of such children by intensive

selective treatment. It is at this point that one may become aware

that the changes which are introdu;ed in a child's speech by such

directional effort are themselves cap,Ihle of oeing regarded merely

as instrumental change. The relationship between lancuage and thought

has been instanced as th-1 reason for seeking to improve language. If

programmes are aimed merely at the symptomatic differe'nces between

children from good anu bad homes the effect may be merely to chance

the particular aril immediat fa anion of speech of these children

Navin,, any long-term effect upon the way of structuring

reality that the child has at his disposal. An awareness of the dis-

tinction uet4een learning anu perf)rmance would be most important at

this juncture as well as the recognition that what it is desired to

produce in such children is a set of strlActures which are capable of

transfer to different sitl,ttions rather tnan improvement of immediate

competence in paticular areas of experience.

A different problem of social action programmes arises from the

definition of the target population, permitting as it does the dis-

aqvantaged groups to be considered in isolatioh from others. Apart

7
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from the obvious recognition that no group of people ever lives in

complete isolation from others of different status and that its

aspirations and its achievement motivation are never formed in iso-

lation, there is the practical difficulty that effective forms of

action might, if they were applied to non-disadvantaged groups, also

lead to their improvement,so that the relative position of the groups

would then remain the Same. Once such a pix:sibility is recognised

the moral dilemma involved in normative definition of social goals

increases.

There are related problem wuich tax the research design, amongst

these being the problems of regression effect when action is directed,

at those who in achievement are well below the mean of a rJpresenta-

tive sample of the population.

In choosing programmes for application amongst disadvantaged

groups th re.is a temptation to create new programmes that have not

demonotrated\their worth with respect to a more general population.

Thus there is a tendency for programmes for the disadvantaged to be

innovatory not merely with respect to the particular kinds of dis-

advantage exhibited but also 5n the sense of applying novel method-
,

ologies, previously untested on any group, let alone the disadvantaged.

Just because action tends to be multiple and to involve long term

treatments it is expensive. It therefore behoves any innovator to

justify to nimself!very closely the reason for applying a particular

innovation wnich has not been previously demonstrated to have effect

within a less restricted population.

It must be apparent from the foregoing that to derive research

results from experimental action amongst the disadvantaged is

difficult. Indeed, it is understandable that research should tend

to be fo,,,otten in the welter of action and that evaluation should

be regarded as a means of justifying action.

-Lvaluative itesearch

Th functions of evaluative research are rather closely definable

and tney must be distin-Nished in the first place from those of mere

evaluation. Evaluation of itself only presupposes the assignment of

value to anything and does not prescribe the need ,for any scientific

rigour in the proce.;s Of assigning value. zvaluative research on the

other nand implies the use of a methodology, the statement of a set

of premisses, the conformity with a set of rules and obedience to

certain criteria. Birman (1-961) has listed the following main func-

tions of evaluative research.

8
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1. To discover whether, and how well, objectives are being

fulfilled.

2. To determine the reaso for specific successes and failures.

3,. To uncover the principles underlying a successful programme.

4. To direct the course of experiments with techniques for

increasing effectiveness.

5. To lay the basis for further research on the reasons for the

relative success of alternative techniques.

6. To redefine The means to be used for obtaining objectives,

and to redefine subgoals in the light of research findings.

Implicit in such a statement of function is the recognition that

action and research must be planned together and that the business

of evaluative research is as much concerned with the means as with

the outcomes. It further required that context be specified so that

it is possible to disentangle the implications of particular con-

textual characteristics in their interaction with particular aspects

of the programmes. This notion of context also has implications for

sampling.

If, for example, the target population is all urban children

between the ages three and five, whose per capita family income

falls below a given level, the context of their homes and of their

cultural milieu is as important as age and income level for general-

ising the outcomes of the study. Unless each neighbourhood of each

city is to be regarded as containing an independent target popula-

tion, there must be rega..d for generalisable aspects of context. In

other words, the target population must be stratified for whatever

contextual characteristics are regarded as sufficiently important

to vonsider separately. There will be many more contextual character-

istics which are unsuitable for stratification but which will be

observable and measurable within the sample. Multiple interactions

of these characteristics with each other and with aspects of the

pro,,,,,ramme will occur and are potentially vital in accounting for

the events of the study.

When such interactions netween context and programme are being

considered it becomes necessary to formulate a model for the, existing

interaction within the contextual system and to specify the hypotheses

of the effective change upon such interaction. Unless this is done

it becomes impossible to test the multiplicity of possible hypotheses

that might have been erected when employing a probability model.

9
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Multirle Action Prooli-ammes and Oynamic Context Programmes

The coexistence of educational and social disadvantage in extreme

forms tends to evoke multiple action programmes or generalised single

action programmes in which it is supposed that the effect of the

action will be to increase the output of the multiple elements of

the social system through its own dynamics. Sucn programmes are

characterised by multiple objectives and they assume the interaction

of agencies of instrumental change which may have a combined effect

upon the realisation of objectives. Optimism about the combined

effects of change or of the organic growth of the single change

frequently prevents the specification of the particular interactions

which are anticipated and, perhaps more important, restricts the

.perception of those forms of interaction which may be disadvantageous

as well as advantageous to the overall achievement of goals.

The only possible way of dealingyith this situation is Iset
at the planning stage a model into which the proposals for change

can be fitted and through which their mode of operation and their

intended effects can be seen. If the model can reveal interaction

between agencies such that the corn

estimated so much the better. Wher

focal symptom under scrutiny, it i

gramme's objectives in the'educati

ined effect of changes can be

educational disadvantage is the

reasonable to project the pro-

nal terms which are focally

important, although it may be that for other purposes or for a

furtner prescription of another part 01 the model one might set up

social objectives as being instrumental in educational change.

Normally a comparison,of the programme under test with another

prolt;ramme wnich is regarded as standard, or as differing in some

controlled faShion, is considered to be a vital part of the evalu-

ation. It follows that the model should contain sufficient

flexibility to enable both sets of objectives arising from the

standard and from the experimntal progr.zle to be encompassed. A

convenient moael whiAl illustrates thJ way in which the system may

be constructed at the planning stage is that derived from Carroll's

11963) model of- school learning. It also involves the notion that

ail learners are capable of achievInr. mastery given sufficient time

and thex.efore all but tIte criterion variable are measured in terms

of time for learning. The elements of tree model mi:rht De defined

as follows:

10
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1. Perseverance - readiness of the learner to invest

actively in learning

brought about by (a) level of motivation

(b) degree of positive attitude.

Measured tnrough rmount of available time utilised.

2. Aptitude of Learner - readiness of th,. learner for a

particular kind of learnin:7 brought

about by

(a) level of general ability

(b) knowledge already possessed.

Measured through time taken to learn under optimal conditions.

3. Time allowed for learning - created by

(a) curriculum

(b) the disposition of other circumstances

whi h might limit or increase

our iculum time.

Measured through time provision.

4. .6uality of the Learning Oltuation - dependent upon

(a) the effectiveness of the teacher

(b) the provision and organisation of

buildings and equipment.

'eleasured by time required for learnin, in excess of that

minimally reci,drA by al)titu4e.

5. Skid master:; - acni #vemerti of goal objective., measured

tnrou.--h criterion - referenced tests.

(The intfntion nere ic, to ezcate from norm r-ferencea tests

wnicn are incal,able of s,e'cifyin(.7 the extent to wnich the curriculum

objectives have been achieved.)

The mole' is diaginllet.e:i as follows - lines show the links and

arrows tne uirection of effect.

11
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lEotivationl

.4
[Perseverance

Time
Allowed'

Other
Circumstances

i.,ASTeRY I

General
Ability

!Specific
'Ability

Quality of
learning Situation

Teachers'
effectiveness

1;<

Buildings
and

Equipment

Each cnelof tne input elements to tne model is capable of

furtner spe,_.ificatIon in terms of its own system where it falls into

tne centre of ,the system.ana so on to the boandary 4* the intended

scheme.

For example, teachin( effectiveness rnirht itself become the

focAs of a system prescription and the elements of tn4 moael might

tae defined as follows:

1. Perseverance - identific,tion with aims of project.

oepenlent on (a) igotivation

(b) Attitude

.7.easureu txo,,--n time devoted to project.

Aptitude - aoility to dontribute toaards achl..vement of

aims of project.

Lependent on (a) General level of ability

(b) jpecific skills ana knowledge.

',..e-1,:.kred\tnro.4. time required arose that minimally poi,sible

to inc.icate skills and knowledge.

Time avalianie for increain7 Teacher Effectiveness.,

oepenaent on ka) Teach,r load

(b) (,ther commitments.

tnrc..:--h time without inescapable other coumdtment.

12
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4. Teaching Situation

Dependent on (a) Organisational effectiveness

(b) Buildings and equipment.

Measured through timt. required above that minimally possible

tc inculcate skills and knowledge.

)Attiiudel

'Perseverance(

General Level
of ability

Aptitude

TEACHER
EFFECTIVENESS

Time
Available

Specific skills
and knowledge

Teaching
Situation

A
,Teaching Other- Organisational Buildings. &

Load Commitments Effectiveness Equipment

Clearly the models can be articulated further but it is often

preferable to leave them at as general a level as one can in the

early planning stage in order to aid coherent scrutiny.

The value of such models is that they allow each proposal to be

worked out in terms of its specific objectives, the agencies of the

system an the instruments of action, making explicit ihtentions

for action ani hypotheses of effect. juccessively more detailed

specifications are Made witnin the mpdel until a defined programme

emerges.

The Choice and Formulation of Objectives

Th" introduction has already exposed the tendency of projects

aimed at the uisadvantared to elk,vate concomitant differences between

good and poor homes as arguments both for action and for the objec-

tives to be sought. While it is obviously true that objectives can

only be identified through an appeal to a value system, the values

themselves do not prescribetrategies which enable objectives toz

be selected or their status to be recognised as part of a causal

cnain. The proliferation of objectives arising from an indiscriminate

appeal to a value system can frustrate action, by diffusing its

processes, and evaluation by substliuting multiple vague hopes for

- 12 -
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explicit, expectations. In seeking to explain the inadequacie-i'of

action programmes, criticism has been strangely levelled at the

limitation ofile-.forms of action carried out. (See, for example,

197C).. Thus broader value systems are drawn in, which specify

objectives whic have-iireviously been conceived to be peripheral to

the action and its obJectives. Argudent-denixes on the relative

priority status of values and the restrictions Oi776.11Ls-ehosen

rather than upon the structural relationship of the sources of

variation which might be manipulated. The application of a ..odel

such as that suggested in the last section will help to locate ob-

jectives and to screen them for their structural and causal status

in relation to one another. Since all action programmes imply the

existence of causal relationships it is necessary to aiTeal to a

body of theory whlch is more general than the particular hypotheses

under test. /

It is highly likely that in such programmes, competing, or

apparently competing, theories will emerge. In particular there may

be seen to be a competition between'those theories which imply a

sociological view of the system and those which imply a psychological

view. Reddiford G. (1969) has cogently argued the independence of

sociological concepts frOm those of psychology. It follows from such

a thesis that sociological concepts are not themselves eplicable

entirely in terms of psychological concepts and it is possible to

entertain Loth within the same model on a non-competitive footing.
! ,

There are rather more serious questihs as to whether sociological

once and constructs can ever be causal in character. Thus it

may be necessary to sp'-cify some objectives in sociolorical terms

but to turn to psychological constructs for the purposes of securing

chaire which the sociologist would then recognise in terms of his

own modes of testing social systems. Whatever the means chosen for

reconciling the apparently competitive demand of social and behav-

ioural scientists it is vital that the form of reconciliation should

not merely be one of tolerance of forms of independent action which

cannot be related.

Strategically it is always helpful to set out the categories

of ultimate goal before consideripr intermediate goals even though

action may be directed at intermediate and instrumental chdnge. To

leave ultimate goals unexamined is to risk sui,stituting within-system

efficiency for pay-off from the system. The categories of ultimate

goal which might be screened are those which are considered to be

thechange areas for action: such categories as knowledge, skills,



attitudes, social interaction and role perce!.tion may be set up as

possible groups of outcomes. Under each of these headings the major

objectives are listed and teen their subordinate objectives formu-

lated until the point is reached when exemplars in an operationalised

form are written. It is a considerable aid to employ a system such

as the Taxonomy of 'tducational Objectives (Bloom, 1956), whenever

the objectives form part of an orderly universe. It not infrequently

happens that tr. objectives are r.ot so\eusily s!ecified within a

hierarchic structure and trAs is :Lost a, party,, when it is a construct

which identifies the area in which che.nge is to be sou,;ht. Constructs

by their nature cannot ue directly sa:hpled at,: can only be monitored

throh,th indirect observ!-)tIons which are inferenta=11 deductions from

the construct theory.

An exar.ple of slcn a construct wolAld be in terms of the area of

atT;:tule referred to above. As a construct, 'attitude' refers to the

can }rent ...tr.ctum of actish and reaction tendenci,s possessed by

an .al or a roup of persons related to a particular object,

the struct...r be.s,. relatively stable and resistant to change. It

is considerq to fe affectively rather tnan cognitively determined

altho,;711 capable of rati-nal explice.taon and to be associated with

tee? iefs net which are inder-ndeht of veridical evidence. Attitudes

are therefore most com.L.only Ilasured by inviting judgements of

aeirees of personal confon,ity with verbal statements expressing

opinion about the object. To samlle The universe of aspects of the

object or tne .Aniverse of vernal st:tem-,nts of opinion about aspects

of the wo.11 cleai: U2 a basis fo:. testing

tn- cr,:.struct itseif. Therefore sc;:it..: ar- constructed which accord

to resE.onses to statent,:, scale v..,;s wniJn are holroeneos and

therefore aj::tive. Suen oboervatirn of responses is clearly in-

redat,d to ,2onstruc:t its:eif an indiwiduals may vary

tneir response to vs,"bal state-aents without thereb, inplyir:t a

shift Ln the sta',us of tn,2ir atita,les. For examile, it has been a

in Ln-l.ni trn;t tLe attitudes of teachers towards

ea..cat.oh r i cnx zr n tan,, to necoi.- g.ore conservative and tough-

minded after a periou in teachin,* than tney were when the teachers

were stl,lents. a onift in ohserVed rest on:, coup; equally well

re ,:zhlaihd by to tn- t.oamr:ro a 7reate- tolerance of

st,Itement of col, --;c ycive toutn-minded opinion as not

necessarily implyin- conservative br toL4n-minued action. The Hasson

to be lelrxri fro:, 1.1;i3 is tnat cnidence in the flu,tuation,of

oservat!,-.4- a virint, in the construct 1.ader test can



Lily be engendered if other sources of variation in observation have

been controlled.

The Special Status of Evolving Programmes

A distinction snoula be recognised between evaluation applied

to already institutionalised programmes, newly applied but previously

tested programmes and untried evolving programmes. All too often

these aspects are inextricably mixed up together. While the first

two types of programmes have much in common the third is very differ-

ent and demands special consideration.

The characteristic of an evolving programme for the evaluator

is tha: it requires short term feed-back of information on the basis

of which the programme will itself change. It also needs to create

provision so that modified parts of the programme can be reintroduced

in a different setting without /bias. Suchman (1967) has diagrammed a

list-of procedures that are necessary.

Assessing the Effect
of this Goal Operation
(Program _waluation)

t
Putting Goal Activity
into Operation
( Program Operation)

N,

Value Formation

Goal Setting (Objectives)

Goal Measuring (Criteria)

NIdentifying Goal Activity
(Program Planning)

According to tnis model the- procedure recirculates until a point

r3aheA wnere the system can produce an exit, that is to say, when

the assessment of tne effect of the whole operation does not lead to

a redefinition of values and progiamme objectives but rauner points

the way to an extension of the objectives in an 'end-on' form. Onefof

tne main differences in the evaluation of an evolving programme is)

therefore that the assessment is related to decision-making about..

aril objectives as well as to programme efficiency. The recthire-

mnt o. snort-term feed-back of evaluation consequences imposes

reL,tri-,tti,in., on the type of evaluation that can be carried out. /In

general this means that forms of evaluation must be sought which

16
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maximise validity but which are more tolerant of variation in

reliability. Programme planners must work in a manner which is not

unlike that of curriculum builders in that they must seek to antici-

pate decision points concerning alternative ways of conducting steps

in the programme. evaluation would then be closely geared to a

decision between competing modes of conduct. Glaser (1967) has out-

lined the steps which are likely to be necessary in a curriculum

building exercise pursuing this model. Briefly, the model requires

the hierarchic specification of the objectives in which intermediate

objectives are expressed in terms of their dependence upon earlier,

and in terms of their contribution to later, objectives; the speci-

fication both of the achievement and the learning characteristics of

the learner; the selection of the most promising learning situations

and procedures for competitive experiment and evaluation which is

aimed at testing the goodness of the objectives, the relative success

of the competing learning procedures and the goodness of fit of the

procedures to the individual learner's characteristics.

In evolving a programme the commitment is essentially long-term

but the form of experiment is not itself long-term. Apart from the

etnical and institutional problems pursuing novel procedures with

the same group of subjects over a long time there is the question of

the uneconomic use of time in the development of the programme if

every stage must be dependent upon the prior administration of an

earlier stage. If objectives are appropriately operationalised and

criteria exist whereby individuals can be pre-tested to determine

their degree of satisfaction of these objectives it becomes possible

to carry through a series of Simultaneous experiments in which various

steps of the pro-ramme are independently tried and only at a later

stage fitted together. The benefit of this method is not merely

economy of time but also that it prevents the pursuit of inadequate

instrumental objectives If later occurring objectives have been found

to be inadequate. A further benefit according to this model is that

it prevcnts the specification of programmes which have some spurious

or accidental connection with the achievement of objectives. It

becomes 1,ossibie within such an experimentally developed system to

specify a causal relationship between the elements of the programme

and the objectives achieved. The benefit is not merely in terms of

the validity of tne pro-,ramme but also in terms. of the degree of

conviction that is possibl, a,,iongst those wno are responsible for

mountinr, it.

1.7
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The Daaign of Evaluation Experiments

It would be inappropriate to attempt a complete study of experi-

mental design in so far as it applies to evaluation research in such

a paper. There has indeed been no dearth of publications which set

out the problems and processes clearly. Perhaps one of the reasons

why the wealth of information available has been heeded so rarely

is that discussion of experimental design is linked with statistical

formulae and mathematical probability which are not comprehensible

to all those who mount evaluation of action programmes. It might be

asked why those who write such books have not themselves taken more

trouble to make their influence felt directly in the construction of

evaluative research. The reason is probably that the expert in

research design so often finds himself intolerant of the apparent

unti ness of action programmes and his partners in the exercisetL

despai of matching the elegance that the research design expert

requires. SuCh mutual frustration is even less conducive to a com-

patible partnership when evaluation is seen as a distant requirement

of a ai_ort subsequent to the study and when the short term feed-back

to the
\
ction director is heavily biased in favour of functional

viabilit of the action.

Evaluative research designs can be chosen on the basis of a

compromise between the demands of exhaustive testing of hypotheses

and practical feasibility. The nature of the compromise is indicated

by the degree of exclusion of alternative hypotheses that'are mini-

mally required in order to carry public conviction to be a point of

extending the action to larger samples of the population. It follows

that the degree of ,sophistication of the evaluative research must be

subject to discussion by the planning team and is not solely within

the competence of ,the research worker. It is the duty of the research

worker to reveal clearly tc the team the consequences of failing to

adopt a more Gnphisticated design.

it should be recognised at the beginning of the planning of

evaluative research that no experiment is ever completely free from

error. The function of exPerim ntal design is to enable the error to

be known and to be kept within the limits that the study will tolerate.

The main categories of error that design seeks to control are:

1. Variation attributable to subjects.

Variation improperly associated with treatment.

3. Variation ?ttributable to group-specific reaction to treatment.



Error of type 1 arises when the subjects who are being subjected

to the treatment are themselves a biased sample of the target popula-

tion. Errors of type 2 arise when the treatment under test is asso-

ciated with biased conditions which may be'efunction:

- of the treatment itself, e.g. novelty;
) 2

- of the physical cirrcumstances, e.g. the classroom;

- of those who are instrumental in presenting the treatment,

e.g. the teacher;

- of the social conditions in which the experiment takes place,

e.g. the clima of the school;

- of the groups to which the treatment under te,st is applied,

e.g. the state of restlessness of the groups.

The third type of error arises when the treatment under test

reacts with some prior biased condition of the groups to whom the

treatment is applied, e.g. when the curriculum previously followed

is particularly' conducive to the treatment_ under test.

The mode of. controlling for these errors is of two basic k4nds.

The object of both is to eliminate the effect of the error from the

evaluation of the experimental trial. The first control mode is con-

cerned with the use of prior knowledge about the possible sources of

variation such that they can be eliminated or counterbalanced. The

second mode involves the principles of randomisation, the effect of

which is to eliminate directional bias in the allocation of subjects

to groups or of treatments to groups. Although randomisation avoids

directional bias it nevertheless admits the possibility of bias

arising by chance. The virtue of randomisation is that the variation

which can arise from chance can be accountable in the tests of

tlignificance.

An excellent account of research design as it applies to evalua-

tion studies is given in "Evaluative Research" by E.A. Suchman,

Russell Jade Foundation, New York,1967,Chapter',6. It is unnecessary

to cover the same ground again. One of the purposes of this paper

is to suggest those designs which are likely tmaximise outcome

from evaluation under the characteristic condittons which surround

compensatory programmes. Three sets of conditions are posited which

in themselves are stages in the strategy of programme preparation

and testing.

19
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The first condition arises when a particular region or class

of deprivation is being considered for programme preparation. The

main objective of this stage is to determine what forms of deprivation

exist and with what conditions it is linked, and further, what hypo-

theses of causal relationship and of interaction are tenable. As such,

it is a survey in which a representative sample of the target popula-

tion is studied and the resulting observations are subjected to multi-

variate analyses. The techniques of analysis to be applied are such

standard forms as those described by Hope,K., "Methods of Multi-

variate Analysis", University of London Press, 1968. The particular

techniques that apply to the examination of causal relationships in

ncn-experimental data are relatively more recent in development

(Blalock, H.1. 1963 and 1964; duncan, 0.,). 1966; Keesling, J.W. 1968;

Tukey, J.W. 1954; old, H. 1956 and 1967; dright, S.. 1934 and 1960;

Yee, A.h. and Gage, N.L. 1968). The planning of the survey reqUires.

the same care in specifying the conditions which are to be investi-

gated as an experimental study would do. The outcome of the analyses

should be the hypotheses to be tested and the indic'-tors or variables

to be used.

Aesults of such studies would naturally lead to the adoption of

certain hypotheses of change agencies and instructional routes which

could then form the second stage in which experiments dould set out

to test the hypotheses. The conditions associated with this stage

are likely to be characterised bi tentativeness of hypotheses to be

tested and perhaps of a number of alternative hypotheses to be tested.

It would be futile under these conditions to embark on a long-term

gamble with the lives of so many children and so much effort. It is

preferable to focus strategy on decision making about those routes

and those agencies which are most likely to be profitable in long-

term st dy. It followo that, at thi:, zta.e tn e frrimental work

shoill be .snort-terf., Aouid e-aploy limited target populations, em-

ploy small samples and snouts again seek to maximise outcom while

Minimisln, error. The hoot of disturbl\nt; effects in educ-tional and

socilL1 sett)nc iz f.ich that the lice f-dloull not ne unnecessarily

leaded against tne treatment under test. In many cases the attempt

to, maximise tne outcome of interaction of treatments with individual

differences fru.strates experiment by imposin: impossible demands

upon the conotitution groups. Latchin;.7 techniques, whether by

indivirAals or by levels, are not only increasiwly difficult' to

implment as the number of determining variables and their levels

increases but tencl.,9 to diminisn the size of tne samples under test
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irrelevantly and to restrict the variance of any one variable and

to make the experiment dependent upon the premisses of the foreseen,

covariance when other unknown covariance may arise which is a func-

tion partly of the restrictive effect of representing each variable

at each level of every other.

The suggestion is that a number of simultaneous short-term

experiments should replace the attempt to mount the long-term experi-

ment immediately. An example taken from the present author's own

work (Brimer, M.A. 1967) may serve to illustrate the mode of tackling

the problem. The objective of the experiment was to discover the

relative effectiveness of five orthographies in learning the code

of the traditional English orthography. The design chosen aimed at

the control of differences in initial ability of children, differences

between schools and teachers, the effect of change and novelty and

of the method of instruction. The children were selected at random

from the appropriate age group within each of five schools and were

allocated at random to one of three groups of eight to be tauLht

through a particular orthography. The children were also pre-tested

on a measure of listening comprehension so that covariance methods

could ultimately be used to increase the precision of the randomised

aesign. OrthdgraEhies were allocated to scnools at random under the

condition that each s..nool should have three different orthographies

and that each orthography should be followed in three different schools.

By this means it was hoped to control the initial ability of the

children in association with orthographies and ,g) eliminate school

bias. In each school one teacher was responsible for instruction

with all three orthographies. The effect of thin was to control

teacher bias to the same extent that school bias was controlled. A

further control on teacher effectiveness anu an equalising of the

effect of .novelty was sought by introducing a form of programmed

instruction involving simple teacging machines. The method of in-

struction also permitted a continuous record to be kept of the per-

formance of each of the groups at each stage of the learning. Thus

it was ultimateig possible to compare not only the final achievement

on each orthography but also to compare the rates of change of per-

formance across orthographies. Th; actual instruction period was no

more thin fogrteen days, yet the data derived were such that adequate

discrimihatien between the orthographies could be measured.

By strategically mounting a number of simultaneous studies of

no greater uration than this it woula be possible to solve a number

of crucial problems in relatively isolated conditions before fitting
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the contributory processes together into an articulated programme.

Such a process would be much less dangerous if it were subsequent

to the survey described earlier in which causal paths had already

been tested on a non-experimental basis.

The completion of this second stage would then lead naturally

to the third stage of mounting the long-term study which would be

set in real circumstances. In contrast to the second stage, the

target population would be fixed bearing in mind the desirability

of being able to generalise beyond the confines of local

circumstances and the samples would be drawn in such a way that they

represented the target population in its naturalistic environment.

In most cases this would mean the accei,tance into the study of

intact groups without the capability ofoeing able to randomise

subjects in relation to groups. Covariance methods would be used

to control subject-linked, group variation and treatments could be

assigned randomly to the intact groups. Covariance methods would

permit greater precision to be achieved in the experiment through

control of residual variation between randomised treatment blocks.

Evaluation would be carried out on group means and would discount

individual variation within groups. If the treatment were such that

it were to be adjusted to intermediate characteristics of the learner

then the newly constituted groups would become the unit of analysis

rather tan thH individual learner. The constitution of such groups

for treatment and analysis purposes does not necessarily imply that

they are taugnt in the same physical location but rather that a

common attribute of treatment is being evaluated for its consequent

change effect upon criterion-referenced measures.

The zielationshio between Research and Action

It is accept,d as almost inevitaole in the evaluation of actit,n

prograMmes that r search worriers and action directors should be at

variance with one another. In part this has seemed to arise from

the different objectives which tney each pursue, in part through

the degree of impartiality towards the action that they represent

and in part through tne degree of involvement in thee action that

they each, concede. There is a further variation which is attributable

to tneir degree of involvement in context. The action workers are

inevitably involved in the immediate day to day context of the ex-

perimental -ituation whereas the research worker is to a large extent

insulatd from it. The difference also arises through the kind of

competence that each of them has to offer. The success with which
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action workers pursue the promotion of their course of action

depends upon their success in persuasion and their success in

involving others in the pursuit of the desirable outcome. They tend

to be social scientists who are sympathetic to the client and who

are enthused by the form of action they are promoting and who regard

the intervention of measurement or evaluative procedures as unsym-

pathetic and even as unnecessary. Such peovle are, on the whole,

not inclined towards quantifying or measuring whereas the research

worker is essentially bound up with the conformity of action with

the prescribed design, with the maintenance of a rigorous schedule

of assessment and ultimately with the desire to demonstrate the

efficiency of the procedures and tneir impartiality rather than to

demonstrate the success of the form of action.

These differences are often exacerbated by the relationship

within the project of the action workers and research workers in

3n organisational sense. Not infrequently the, research workers are

called-in in a consultant capacity and may not belong to the organ-

isation is promoting the action. Not unnaturally this tends

towaras creating friction which is nevertheless still evident when

it is a sinc:le institution wzdch is promoting action and monitoring

the,consequences. The differences between the personnel within a

single institution may be even more institutionalised and extreme

than those between ihstitutions. Prior agreement on the degree of

constraint wnit.h the evaluative research can be allowed to exercise

is no guarantee of harmonious relationship. Such agreement is

usually gained at the point at wnich ambitions are high and diffi-

culties are minimised. The-situation changes markedly as soon as

the fieldwork begins to take place and the action workers find them-

selves in certain difficulties in promoting action when they are

seein the co-operation of the host of agencies which relate to an4".

institution and he co-operation of the m.mbers of the institution

itself. It is often easier for action workers to accede to adapta-

tions of the form of action to institutional stresses than it is

for researc, worker. to agree to similar _changes. No one can pretend

that any -.eans exists to eliminate all such difficultiAts. One mode

hic_ will reduce such sources of Iriction requires plannin,7 in

such detail tnt normally it would Ge comparable with the organisa-

tion of a moon-lanling. The construction of detailed flow diagrams,

per:-onal arti,n cnarts and fail-cafe procedures would then be sup-

ported by pilot studies and simulation exercises. Very rarely is

sufficient t'me 4ent in plahninr for such procedures to be accom-

plished. Frequently the source of lifficulty 'lies in the way of
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handling tse project where it is incumbent on those who are going

to carry it through to begin it as quickly as possible in order to

be able to work within the budget permitted. There is nevertheless

another source of premature action in the impatience of those who

are connected with th: project to get ahead with it rather than to

plan through all the stein that are necessary.

The evaluative research worker can never be in an entirely

happy position; F.G. Caro (1969) in a recent paper claims that "the

researcher waifs sn a tight rope between an affiliation with power

groups and the freedoL to hear all sides without becoming involved

in internal conflicts." His very attempt at impartiality may pose

a further problem. C. Argy is (1960) has argued that a research

..orker who is more directl involved in a programme is more effective

than one who represses hi humanitarianism in favour of the demand

for research. He even suggests that his attempt at impartiality

leads to conflict with the action worker and that this conflict in

its turn tends to render his observations untrustworthy. Ambiguities

or.status and role, the conflicts between the demands of the research

worker for records and the tedium of record keeping and gathering,

all impose constraints upon the research worker for wnich he must

be prepared not merely in the sense o: being willing to accent such

effects but aiso in terms of planned procedures to deal with the

consequences.

Perhaps it is in the budgetary field that the research worker

and action worker may find tnemselves most at variance. To the

action worker the expense of research may seem to be disproportionate

to the amo',nt of effect it produces. hesearch informaticn is often

p,_rceived by the actiw-1 worker as being inert and it is likely that

those who are administering projects will look more sympathetically

at demands for further budgetary provision from those who are able

to justif:: their requests on humanitarian groAnds rather than from

those who require the money for evaluative purposes. It frequently

nai4ens that evaluation sudgets are cut in order to supplement

action.
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Conclusion

It is not possible i: a paper of these dimensions to emulate

a handbook on evaluative research. The purpose of this paper has

been to draw attention to the most profitable strategies and to

refer to texts wnich are by their nuGure rather more aetailed than

this paper could hope to be, Reference has already been made to

"evaluative ResearcYbyt,.A. Buchman and another general text is in

press which should complement it. The anticipated Work is "The

Evaluation of Instruction: issues and problems", edited by M.C.

Wittrock and D.L. Wiley Holt Rinehart, and Winston, 1970.
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